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Abstract

 

Why do so many visualisations make poor or ineffective
use of the colour gamut of a device? The trend with colour
management systems is to increasingly automate gamut
mapping operations so that the user does not need to know
about gamut constraints of devices being used. Is this well-
advised, bearing in mind the complex set of decisions need-
ed for any given set of data, task, and gamut characteris-
tics? An alternative approach is to stimulate implicit
learning about device gamut capabilities, so that users gain
the awareness and skills required to make sensible gamut
mapping decisions that are appropriate for the task being
undertaken. This paper describes the use of metavisualisa-
tions - interactive visualisations of perceptual colour gam-
uts that describe the colour mappings applied to generate a
visualisation—to help users select appropriate colour map-
pings. The scope for applying incremental intelligence to
these metavisualisations to support automation of gamut
mapping will also be described. Such an approach is con-
sistent with the overall process of visualisation, being a
strategy of helping a user recognise salient characteristics,
and develop and apply expertise, rather than supplanting
the expertise of the user with automated techniques.

 

Introduction: The Need for User Support for 
Gamut Mapping Decisions

 

Users of visualisation systems need some form of help or
guidance in the selection of colour schemes for visualisa-
tion, or in the selection of gamut mapping strategies. This
is because few users are explicitly aware of the constraints
of particular colour device gamut shapes, or of perceptual
factors that influence effective interpretation of colour vi-
sualisations. Existing systems offer default based guidance
at best, although some work on rule-based approaches have
been taken. Methods of introducing guidance in choosing
colour sequences, and gamut mapping, are therefore need-
ed. More broadly, approaches to introducing guidance in
presentation or visualisation design have ranged from sets
of guiding principles,
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 compositional systems,
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rule-based systems,
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 case-based examples and method-
ologies based around types of information content.
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 Rules
and recipes do not provide sufficient support; they require
some form of check-list, and have the drawback that the
number of possible criteria to evaluate becomes too large
for easy operation. Rule-based systems seem to offer the
most viable framework for incorporating guidance but also
run the risk of becoming unwieldy or requiring complex
formulations. The problem is that the search space can be

very large, and it can be difficult to reach a useful subset of
possibilities easily. In this paper we explore an approach
for incorporating guidance that is based on metavisualisa-
tions—graphical representations of operations associated
with constructing a visualisation.

Metavisualisations provide a visualisation that tells the
user something about the visualisation, in the same way
that metadata provides information about data. Autono-
mous agents can then perform well-defined tasks associat-
ed with a metavisualisation. This allows an incremental
approach to incorporating intelligence, avoiding the large
search space of a more generalised rule-based system. The
approach is based on the experience of building a system
for interactive choice of colour mappings within a percep-
tual colour space, exploiting metavisualisations for specific
well-defined aspects of the mapping.
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 Perceptual colour
spaces offer a framework for specifying and controlling co-
lour based on human colour perception.
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 They arise from
the combination of colour order systems based on major
perceptual dimensions of colour and experiments or pre-
dictions of the perceived size of colour differences. They
are used increasingly as a basis for colour selection and en-
hancement across a range of disciplines

 

Metavisualisations in Gamut Mapping

 

A typical metavisualisation shows a graphical representa-
tion of the perceptual colour gamut of a colour device, for
example using 2D cross-sections of constant lightness and
constant hue through the perceptual colour gamut of the de-
vice. Such representations have been fairly widely used for
visualising colour gamuts, and colour sequence paths
through colour gamuts for some time now. Interactive con-
trols can allow exploration and interrogation of such gamut
representations. The gamut representation relies on having
modelled the target display device in perceptual terms, ei-
ther physically or numerically, so that perceptually speci-
fied colours can be generated from the device controls. The
gamut boundary thus reflects the true gamut, in perceptual
terms, for the target device. Generally a colour manage-
ment system underpins this capability. Such a representa-
tion, used as an interactive interface for mapping data into
colour, encourages implicit learning because the user de-
velops an understanding of different display capabilities in
terms of their perceptual colour gamuts.
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 The gamut
boundary in the representation depends on the particular
display; it hence determines scaling and other factors that
must be applied to chosen data mappings. These actual dis-
play gamut representations also show clearly why gamut
mapping, the process of mapping data from the gamut of
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one display to that of another with different characteristics,
is a non-trivial problem whose solution may well be appli-
cation dependent.
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 Therefore flexible, task-dependent
strategies for gamut mapping are necessary, as are flexible
approaches to mapping data points that fall outside the
gamut in a particular specified mapping. 

A key element of this approach is that each metavisu-
alisations encapsulates a core operation necessary for
choosing and performing the mappings of data into colour
space. Associated with each metavisualisation is a set of
parameters that must be set (by default or interactively) for
the operation to be completed. Interaction must be con-
strained to be perceptually sensible for the operation. Rec-
ognising the data type and dimensionality, and offering
data mappings that make sense for such data types, results
in an operational system that provides colour mapping and
control capabilities significantly beyond those of standard
visualisation tools. Allowing the user to interact with map-
pings directly, in terms of the colour gamut of the target de-
vice, levers an understanding of devices and their
limitations, and provides implicit guidance in making data
mapping choices.

 

Metavisualisations and Intelligence

 

The metavisualisations provide a complete and encapsulat-
ed description of methods of mapping data into colour
gamuts. These methods are designed along perceptual
lines, and therefore offer constrained interaction, where the
constraints ensure that arbitrary mappings do not result.
Thus if appropriate metavisualisations are designed to rep-
resent schematically any required colour mapping, or more
generally visualisation technique, a set of encapsulated
mechanisms for performing mappings results. The encap-
sulation is important; it means that there is a limited set of
requirements for invoking a metavisualisation.

Metavisualisations may hierarchically invoke lower
level metavisualisations, corresponding to decisions about
the mapping at a lower level in the overall decision tree. All
the information necessary to complete the task for a
metavisualisation can be obtained from one or more of the
device, data, user, or project models. This includes, for ex-
ample, the actual gamut definition for a display device, the
information carrying capability of specific data mappings,
or suitable default tie points for determining data mapping
such as percentile points on a data histogram.

The metavisualisation approach can also be used to en-
courage a work pattern that is result-driven. The design
starts with an unfinished “result”, a specification of a scene
to be visualised, which needs to be filled in with certain de-
cisions. As these decisions are made they lead to more de-
cisions, but each one can be made in the context of what
went before it, helping the user to understand why each of
the decisions has to be made, which in turn gives guidance
on how to make it. The work pattern can also be top-down.
The major decisions are made first, followed by increasing-
ly less important ones. This means that if the less important
decisions can be made automatically, they may never need
to be presented to the user, which reduces the amount of de-
tail that needs to be understood.

In this approach, a metavisualisation can have associ-
ated with it a set of autonomous agents whose task it is to find,
or deduce, the required information to complete the task for
a metavisualisation. When a metavisualisation is first in-
stantiated, its agents work to establish sensible values for as
many of its parameters as possible. This information is gath-
ered from the system models, from other active metavisu-
alisations, or deduced in a localised manner. Agents can
monitor the current state and update their decisions accord-
ingly. Thus intelligence can be added in-crementally around
the operation of any particular metavisualisation. One of the
key benefits of this approach is that the user remains in con-
trol of the level of automation provided by the system. The
actions taken by the agents are clearly presented at the user
interface, and can be accepted or changed at any time by the
user. Locally made decisions can be reversed, while retain-
ing full automation in other areas.

 

Binding Framework—Reference Models

 

Underpinning the approach must be a formalised reference
model for the visualisation process, including models for
critical components. The reference model need not include
all possible operations initially; rather it must have suffi-
cient flexibility to allow extensions as required. But the
core tenet - that knowledge about devices, data, interpre-
tation and tasks can be sufficiently described by the
models-requires a degree of formalisation beyond that of
most current systems.

A reference model needs at least the following:

 

Data Model

 

: the data in the system needs to be stored
using a rich, flexible, data model, that provides suffi-
cient metadata to allow sensible decisions to be made
about choice of visualisation techniques based on
interpretation aims. The data model also needs to
allow efficient and flexible access to all stored data.

 

User Model

 

: the user model provides information
about conventions and preferences of the current user
of the visualisation system at several levels, ranging
from domain knowledge, to project knowledge, to an
individual user profile.

 

Visualisation Model

 

: the visualisation model needs
to describe the range of visualisation techniques that
are available, and the interpretation potential of each
individually, and in combinations. Each available
technique defines a set of parameters that must be pro-
vided for the technique to be used. The visualisation
model may also include information on the computa-
tional expense of various techniques.

 

Device Model

 

: the device model must describe the
capabilities and peculiarities of each available visuali-
sation device. The use of gamut boundary information
has already been described. Spatial, spectral and tem-
poral resolution are also important aspects of device
behaviour. The device model must allow devices to be
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addressed in perceptual terms for effective visualisa-
tions to be possible.

 

Task Model

 

: the task model identifies the aims of the
visualisation being designed, in terms of what ele-
ments from the data model need to be displayed, and
what types of information are needed from them.

Defining a full reference model is a substantial task.
The component models, however, form the basis for
knowledge representation for the entire approach, and ef-
fective operation of the agents associated with metavisual-
isations depends on this.

 

Summary

 

This paper has described the development and use of
metavisualisations—graphical representations of gamut
mappings used in generating a visualisation—to help a user
learn about colour gamut constraints and make suitable
gamut mapping decisions. Perceptually sensible, well de-
fined interactions with metavisualisations offer a basis for
introducing incremental guidance into the use of colour in
visualisations. This may be a more promising approach to
incorporating intelligence than using rule-based systems
covering the entire range of design decisions, although
rule-based decision making can be incorporated at a level
local to a particular metavisualisation. In other words, the
decision tree is determined in part by pre-designed map-
ping strategies embedded in metavisualisations, rather than
being fully contained in an expert system knowledge base.
The advantage of this is that a user can see, and interact
with, the steps that have been invoked by progressively tra-
versing the decision tree for choosing colours or gamut
mapping schemes.
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